Ninjette forum

A former ninja of the Kaburagi clan, Kozoe Kaburagi fled to avoid living her life under her
father's thumb and became an indepentant ninja for hire. Ninjette was born Kozoe Kaburagi of
the Kaburagi band of ninjas. When she was a teenager, Kozoe chose to become a "nukenin"
runaway ninjas to avoid being a "breeding sow" for the next generation of Kaburagi ninjas. She
eventually became a ninja for hire, as well as a problem drinker though this rarely seems to get
in the way of her work. In an early job, she captures the superheroine Empowered for some
criminal thugs. However, when the criminals fail to show, Ninjette gave up and the two ended up
going out for drinks. At some point, Empowered and Ninjette became close friends and
roommates. Ninjette continued to be a ninja-for-hire but would often help Empowered when she
needed it. She even trained Empowered in various skills, though Empowered proved to be a
difficult student. This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't have an account? Start a Wiki.
Categories :. Cancel Save. Universal Conquest Wiki. FandomShop Newsletter GalaxyQuest.
Real Name. Kozue Kaburagi. First Appearance. Empowered vol. Adam Warren. Team Affliations.
The Ninja Princess. Base of Operations. Ability to Cast Illusions. Skills and Abilities. Tools and
Weapons. Various Ninja Weapons. The random picture above is selected from this gallery. This
website was created so ninjette owners and potential ninjette owners can show off their bikes,
ask and answer questions about their bikes, and write up the adventures they're having with
their bikes. For details and instructions on how to use the site, check out the FAQ by clicking
the link above. You can view just about everything right away, but you do have to register
before you can post up in the forums ; it only takes a minute or two. Today PM by Shawn00sa.
Today PM by Snake. Ninjette Newsbot. Today AM by Alex. Yesterday PM by ducatiman.
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Members. Bike Rea. Feb 23, - PM - by Ninjette Newsbot. Yesterday AM. I am about to clean out
my carburetor from my ninja ex and dont really know how far to open or what to open for that
matter. Hi Anthony! Not so much tuning as cleaning. If your bike has sat for more than
3-months, most likely it's got dried petrol clogging innards. Search for "clean carbs ducatiman"
for photos and procedures. Originally Posted by NinjaPony. If you are doing this with bike at
standstill AFA tuning This best accomplished after a truly precise manometer synch. If engine
does not react or falter when a given pilot screw is turned in Prerequisites: Important to assure
adequate valve clearances! Check 'em! Attached Images ex I will try driving and going to 2nd
gear, I haven't tried that yet. I haven't messed with anything other than adjusting the bar to
better fit my foot. As mentioned, "positive neutral finder" feature won't allow shift into 2nd-gear
unless rear-wheel is spinning. Clutch is on right side of bike controlled by left handlebar lever.
Do you mean gearbox shift-lever on left side of engine? Why did you adjust it? Improper
adjustment will prevent clean shifts. Should have set so shift-rod is exactly degrees to each of
little arms at each end. One arm connects to foot-pedal and other arm connects to gear-box. I
need a group of local ninja riders to maybe check her out. Your carbs need more thorough
cleaning. Outlined above. Many great mechanics. Who can remove engine in less than minutes.
Who can rebuilt engines in less than day. Have had to remove their carbs x for ever deeper
cleaning before their bikes ran great. I suggest you do it 1st time around. Well, 2nd time now.
Here's some photos of what's involved. Need to scrub out all hidden secret passages in
carb-body. The solution to your carb problem is simple. Remove the carbs from your bike, ship
them to Ducatiman. Send him some money via Paypal and He will quickly strip them clean them
adjust them and send them back to you. You will have a bike that runs like new if your valves
are adjusted properly. Ship your carbs to Ducatiman, I was doing the same exact thing as you
with no results. It is a super fast turn around. It was honestly the best money I have ever spent
on the bike. Until you get everything you need to do a full carb job yourself I would rely on
someone more experienced the same way I am. All times are GMT The time now is PM. Contact
Us - ninjette. User Name. Remember Me? Mark All Threads Read. Thread Tools. December 4th, ,
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Originally Posted by NinjaPony thank you for the help, now the only other issue I have is that I
repositioned the clutch bar so that the pedal was more comfy and in the process I lost 2nd gear
and up what did I do wrong? Send a private message to Triple Jim. Find More Posts by Triple

Jim. Attached Images. Send a private message to ducatiman. Visit ducatiman's homepage! Find
More Posts by ducatiman. Add ducatiman to Your Ignore List. December 5th, , PM. December
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issues. December 19th, AM. Which size jets - Need help tuning carb. June 25th, AM. June 12th,
AM. Carb tuning help yes, I've searched. April 6th, AM. Carb tuning. April 5th, PM. Posting
Rules. I need to re-do the vinyl. Which I'll be working on in about a month, maybe two. She's
dirty though, but thats ok. Means she works for a living Kind of a hot mess, as I have USB cords
scattered to power my camera, on the go. Will re-route them soon. A few other minor odds n
ends to clean up, bu That's nice paint job!!! Might want to power camera from headlight circuit.
Oh ,thank you! Will definitely look into it. Especially now that I have 3 cameras onboard front,
rear facing, and helmet. How would you recommend, going through the wiring? Regular
soldering, and heat shrink? As far as the vinyl I'm going to keep it two toned. Or I may do
something all together different. Most don't know it, but half of the vinyl was actually sucked
onto the plastic, by vaccuum forming. I had mediocre results, as I only had a 2 x 4 ft table, a
small shop vac, and harbor freight heat gun.. I should have it together in a few weeks, and post
up the specs, and videos. I think automotive people who wrap bikes, are thinking in automotive,
and not plastic applications. I've seen so many youtube channels, where they heat the vinyl,
stretch it, but don't have vaccuum. So they think of it in auto terms.. I'm trying to change that.
Here is a few crappy, in garage, no light, actually 1 photo has garage lights on just LED. I'm
pretty sure I posted the basics somewhere in the forum?? So when I replaced the windscreen, I
sanded down the inside, and outside. Then installed window cling film the frosted type on both
the inside and outside of the windscreen. It's really opaque, and the led placement above
instruments, just glows the screen up. Even during the day. Lights are wired to brake lights, so
when I brake, all leds turn RED I have better pictures during evening, that are gorgeous, I'll have
to post up when I find them on PC. I haven't adjusted color on the photos, so the intensity to
real life is not the same, nor is color. Next plan is to sand the bottom edge, and top edge of
windscreen, and polish, and install LED on bottom edge. This way the leading top edge will
glow. Originally Posted by GAU Thanks for the info! I'll see if I can get that rewiring, and wire
routing this weekend. I don't like my waterproof camera box having unsealed hole for USB
power cable. I really like riding in rain! I'm going to experiment with opening up old battery,
hollowing it out, and connecting power wires inside it. By using some ribbon cable to make
connection, I think I can close lid over it and still have water-tight seals. Rain riders unite! Im
more comfortable in the rain on a bike, than I am in a car, in the dry. Always something new to
learn, observe, or practice in the rain. Still a beautiful day, just wet! Rainy ride day! I love it. Nice
looking ride C. I don't like riding in the rain. All times are GMT The time now is PM. Contact Us ninjette. My dirty commuter. User Name. Remember Me? Mark All Threads Read. Thread Tools.
December 29th, , PM. GAU-8 Socially inept. Yet FUN! My dirty commuter I need to re-do the
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19th, AM. Looking for some advice commuter bike. October 23rd, AM. Look at Life - Scooter
Commuter, March 4th, AM. September 22nd, PM. June 1st, PM. Posting Rules. No recent wiki
edits to this page. Ninjette and Empowered met when Ninjette was hired to subdue Empowered
and deliver her to some criminals. Ninjette accomplished the subduing easily, but no one
arrived to pick up Empowered. Disgusted with her employers, Ninjette chose to take
Empowered to a bar instead. They quickly became best friends. Ninjette now spends most of
her time hanging out in Empowered's apartment and helping her deal with the problems in her
life. She has taken to training Empowered in aspects of heroing that she herself is an expert at
such as physical prowess. Ninjette is a princess of the Kubaragi clan of ninjas. Some time ago
she fled the clan and has been in hiding ever since. It has been revealed that the clan only
wants her back so she can have children for them. When another clan of ninjas found her and
tried to return her to collect the bounty she was overpowered and only escaped thanks to the
intervention of Empowered. Ninjette has come to realize she has romantic feelings towards
Thugboy , Empowered's boyfriend, and possibly towards Empowered as well
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. This edit will also create new pages on Comic Vine for:. Until you earn points all your
submissions need to be vetted by other Comic Vine users. This process takes no more than a
few hours and we'll send you an email once approved. Ninjette appears in 21 issues View all.
Tweet Clean. Cancel Update. What size image should we insert? This will not affect the original
upload Small Medium How do you want the image positioned around text? Float Left Float
Right. Cancel Insert. Go to Link Unlink Change. Cancel Create Link. Disable this feature for this
session. Rows: Columns:. Enter the URL for the tweet you want to embed. This edit will also
create new pages on Comic Vine for: Beware, you are proposing to add brand new pages to the
wiki along with your edits. Make sure this is what you intended. This will likely increase the time
it takes for your changes to go live. Comment and Save Until you earn points all your
submissions need to be vetted by other Comic Vine users. Use your keyboard!

